Effect of variable left ventricular vertical orientation on planar myocardial perfusion images.
Differences in vertical orientation of the left ventricle within the chest cavity cannot be corrected by gamma camera positioning. The effect of variations in vertical angulation on the appearance of the diagnostically important left anterior oblique (LAO) view has not been previously evaluated. In the current study, a computer simulation of a normal left ventricle was created and "imaged," varying only the degree of vertical rotation. The effect of six vertical positions on the LAO image was assessed visually and with horizontal and circumferential profile analysis. Results indicate a homogenous distribution of counts in the horizontal views. With increasing verticality, there are fewer counts in the valve plane, while the inferoapex initially increases in count density, and then progressively decreases. Quantification revealed count variations of up to 37% in the valve plane and 45% in the inferoapex due entirely to differences in vertical orientation of the left ventricular simulation. A survey of 167 patients who underwent routine stress thallium imaging showed a vertical angulation that varied from 7 degrees to 64 degrees (mean = 37 degrees) as determined from the anterior view. Clinical images were similar in appearance to computer generated images after correction for anterior view foreshortening. The present study suggests that the accuracy of current quantitative thallium methods to detect coronary artery disease might be enhanced by the use of a revised set of normal standards corrected for vertical orientation of the left ventricle.